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__________________________________ 

All populace should have the alternative to outline their own conviction and pass on them wholeheartedly to other people. The 

opportunity of talk and enunciation has been held to be key and fearless for a vote-based district. It’s said to be the 

establishment of working of the larger part manages framework. It is the foundation of a democratic culture. It is principal for 

peace and lawfulness and opportunity of inhabitants. Freedom is one of the most essential parts of our life. Without freedom we 

are nothing. Freedom of Speech which is mentioned in our constitution which is in Article 19 is part of our Fundamental right 

has been denied by the government by various means. The option to talk openly of talk and enunciation is the protection of a 

fame-based government. This chance is essential for the suitable working of the greater part rule measure. The option to talk 

openly and enunciation is seen as the principle condition of opportunity. It's everything except a supported circumstance in the 

giving guide and security to any leftover opportunities. It has been truly said that it is the mother of any excess opportunities.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In a democratic government, the option to talk uninhibitedly of talk and enunciation open up 

channels of free discussion of issues. The option to talk unreservedly of talk accepts a huge 

part in the course of action of famous appraisal on cordial, political, and money related issues. 

The option to talk unreservedly of talk and verbalization, comparatively as equilibrium 
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condition and the affirmation of life and opportunity have been widely deciphered by the 

Supreme Court directly from the 1950s. It has been diversely depicted as a "fundamental 

essential freedom", "a trademark right, etc. The capacity to talk unreservedly and verbalization 

fuses opportunity to multiply not one's sees so to speak. It similarly fuses the right to multiply 

or disperses the points of view on others, regardless this chance would avoid the chance of the 

press.  

RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AS TWO SIDES OF THE SAME 

COIN 

Article 19(i)(a)1 cherished in the Constitution of Indian interfaces with its occupant to save the 

choice to talk transparently of talk and articulation as something central right. The ability to 

talk transparently under Article 19(1) (a) wires the decision to communicate one's perspectives 

and viewpoints at any issue through any medium like easy going, shaping, printing, picture, 

film, film, and so on For any circumstance, unmistakably this right unequivocally a few cut-

offs focuses for sensible imperative. Then again, the Right to Privacy is another huge basic 

right ensured by the Indian Constitution. It is revered under Article 19 just as Article 21 of the 

Indian Constitution.2  

The UN Special Rapporteur on the opportunity of assessment and articulation, Frank La Rue, 

in a milestone report to the Human Rights Council in June 2013 denoted the ramifications by 

attesting the beneath:  

"The right to protection is frequently perceived as a fundamental prerequisite for the 

acknowledgment of the right to opportunity of articulation. Unjustifiable obstruction with 

people's security can both straightforwardly and in a roundabout way limit the free turn of 

events and trade of thoughts. … An encroachment upon one right can be both the reason and 

result of an encroachment upon the other." Further Our Supreme Court have also cordoned off 

the difference between the Freedom of Press and Right to Privacy 

                                                           
1 Constitution of India, art 19(1) 
2 Constitution of India, art 21 
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In Mrs. G. Pravina vs Shri. Narendra Modi 3(2014), the high court affirmed that:  

Privacy has been characterized as "the legitimate case of a person to decide to which he wishes 

to impart himself to other people and authority throughout the time, spot and conditions to 

speak with others". It infers an individual's right to control the dispersal of information about 

himself. It is his own personal having a place.4 

CASES THAT ILLUSTRATE FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION 

Indian Express Newspapers vs Union of India 

On December 6, 1984, the Supreme Court of India5 mentioned the public authority to review 

its monetary methodology to assess whether it set up an unreasonable load on papers. The 

candidates, including news associations and delegates, fought that import charges have incited 

a development in the cost of papers and a decrease accessible for use, which has oppositely 

impacted the chance of enunciation. The court held that the public authority can require 

charges on the conveyance of papers, yet this ought to be within a reasonable reach so as not to 

infringe on the chance of enunciation. Regardless, the court saw that neither the up-and-comer 

nor the defendant showed that the tax assessment rate was unreasonable and thusly 

mentioned that the public position revaluates its obligation technique for papers. 

Prabhu Dutt vs Union of India 

The Apex Court6 held that the decision to know news and data concerning the relationship of 

the public authority is related to the opportunity of the press. This right isn't hard and fast and 

in the future, obstacles can be obliged on it thinking about a veritable concern for the general 

populace, and the person from whom the press gets the data. In Prabhu Dutt,7 the court 

directed the overseer of Tihar Jail to permit the primary reporter of the Hindustan Time to 

                                                           
3 Mrs G Pravina v Shri Narendra Modi WP No 13742 of 2014 
4 Ibid 
5 Indian Express Newspapers v Union of India 1985 SCR (2) 287 
6 Prabhu Dutt v Union of India 1982 SCR (1) 1184 
7 Ibid 
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converse with two the death penalty convicts, under Art.19(1)(a)8 as they had the option to be 

met. Further, the Media are the allies of the overall population so in a case where their 

application has been actually denied by the President, their gathering was huge for the 

Petitioner to show off the reality behind these sentiments.  

Sheela Barse vs the State of Maharashtra 

Masterminding the application and picking the case, the court held9 that free should be 

permitted to prisoners in light of Article 21 of the constitution which is a fundamental right 

under which it was yielded similarly to the prisoners, and as a result of the same, interviews 

become significant as regardless right information may not be accumulated about the prison 

and conditions of the prisoners. The court moreover held that though the gatherings of the 

prisoners are allowed, they are not uncontrolled and besides that, the information assembled 

will be affirmed with the capable experts so that there may be no dispersal of any kind of 

wrong information and on occasion, gatherings of the prisoners may similarly not be 

permitted by the trained professionals. Finally, the court held that the competitor is permitted 

to make an application for the meeting of prisoners to supported position and when such 

application is made, it will be overseen similarly by the jail trained professionals and subject to 

the public solicitation, reasonableness, and moral quality.10 

Vinod Dua v Union of India & Ors. 11 

As per the Court, essentially such exercises which would be proposed or will overall have an 

issue or upsetting effect of public understanding by resort to brutality – are passed on 

therapeutic.12 Thinking about the as of late referred to assessment of the verifications, the 

Court said that the said explanations, “Can, most ideal circumstance, be named as clarification 

of dissatisfaction concerning activities of the Government and its functionaries with the 

objective that overall condition could be tended to rapidly and beneficially. They were 

                                                           
8 Constitution of India, art 19(1)(a) 
9 Sheela Barse v State of Maharashtra 1983 SCR (2) 337 
10 Ibid 
11 Vinod Dua v Union of India & Ors 2021 SCC OnLine SC 414 
12 Ibid 
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insistently not made with the goal to instigate individuals or showed liking to settle on issue or 

aggravation of public arrangement by resort to seriousness."  

Subsequently, the arraignment of Dua for the offenses to blame under Sections 124A and 505 

(1) (b) of the IPC3 would be vile. Those offenses, passing by the cases in the FIR and other 

going to conditions, are not made out at all and any arraignment in regard thereof would be 

violative of the benefits of the candidate ensured under Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution. 

Romesh Thappar vs State of Madras:13 The Hon’ble Supreme Court stated that the Security of 

the State is a reasonable base under Article 19 (2) of the Constitution. In any case, the words 

used in the reprimanded a couple of pieces of the Act are 'public thriving and public 

mentioning'. The Court thought that the 2 terms should be explored together. The safeguard 

which obstructions were allowed under the Act for the more broad inspiration driving open 

deals. It drew matches with the Indian Penal Code and diverse synthesis to show that public 

mentioning has an especially wide interpretation including acts like rash driving. Of course, 

the security of the State recommended ludicrous appearances of hostility that would find ways 

to deal with upset the State. Also, the constraint under the Act was broader than what was 

constitutionally good as a block on the probability of verbalization.  

Further, where an Act may be used inside past what many would consider possible likewise as 

outside the level of these remove habitats, it ought to be seen as void. The scolded area was in 

a like way saw as void for disobedience, since it gave the statewide powers to limit plausibility 

of verbalization. The Court moreover controlled the deals for the Government whereby the 

paper was declined.  

Bennet Coleman and Co. vs Union of India14 

The Apex Court noticed that opportunity of the press was a fundamental component of Article 

19(1)(a) and the shortfall of express notice of such opportunities as an uncommon classification 

was unessential. Free press was to be viewed as a fundamental component of opportunity of 

                                                           
13 Romesh Thappar v State of Madras 1950 AIR 124 
14 Bennet Coleman and Co v Union of India 1973 SCR (2) 757 
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articulation overall. The Court likewise saw that lack of newsprint could be handled by fixing 

the shares. Notwithstanding, direct impedance as far as page cutoff points and other such 

guidelines were not defended. As far as possibly implied that the papers would either lose 

monetary feasibility because of a decrease in commercials or be compelled to lessen news 

content. This would restrict the opportunity of articulation on the grounds that, in the primary 

case, dissemination would drop because of expanded expenses, and, in the second, there were 

quantitative limitations on content. 

Freedom of Commercial speech 

 Tata Press Ltd. v Mahanagar Telephone Nagar Ltd:15 The Supreme Court has kept up with 

its privilege to disperse the certainly notable Tata Press Yellow Pages, the yearly buyers' helper 

for Bombay. Nonetheless, a comparative judgment, passed on last fortnight, confined the most 

sought after piece of the business record: plans of telephone allies requested by their trade or 

calling.  

All business stock can, from now for a gigantic time frame period, pass on paid takes note. 

Single-line areas giving basically the name, address, and phone number of the assistant will 

keep on being the relationship of the records brought out by the public position run phone 

organized trained professionals. More than its effect on the screens' business, the judgment has 

essential consequences for people generally speaking running free. The Court has proclaimed 

that the right to "business talk" or business is key for the fundamental right to the side to talk 

straightforwardly of talk and clarification ensured by Article 19(l)(a) of the Constitution. A 

private office like Tata Press is, thusly, qualified for bringing out proficient references 

including plugs.16  

The more perceptible repercussions of the right to promotions being raised to the condition 

with a significant right is that, from now for a monster time frame outline length it will, for the 

most part, be confined incredibly on the grounds shown in Article 19(2): security of the state; 

inviting relations with new states; public arrangements; conventionality or extraordinary 

                                                           
15 Tata Press Ltd v Mahanagar Telephone Nagar Ltd 1995 SCC (5) 139 
16 Ibid 
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quality; disdain of court; attacking; sign to an offense; and the impact and uprightness of India. 

Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) can't come in the strategy for Tata Press 

Yellow Pages "unmistakably premium" as no such ground is recommended in Article 19(2). 

Business talk as of now appreciates as much insistence as some other talk. 

RIGHT TO BROADCAST 

Odyssey Communications Pvt. Ltd. vs Lokvidayan Sanghatana17 

Freedom of Expression is an upheld right which is for every circumstance overwhelmingly 

watched by this Court. It can now don't be investigated that the right of an occupant to show 

films on the Doordarshan subject to the plans to be compelled by the Doordarshan is a piece of 

the central right of the possibility of articulation ensured under Article 19(1)(a) of the 

Constitution of India which can be thick undeniably under conditions which are set out in 

order (2) of Article 19 of the Constitution of India. The right takes after the right of an 

inhabitant to dissipate his viewpoints through some different media like paper, magazines, 

movement hoardings, etc subject to the strategies of the owners of the media. The High Court 

was in bungle in the current case in offering the respite sales of solicitation which is saved. The 

issue with the feature of the film was that it was apparently going to spread fake or obviously 

weakened sentiments among individuals from people by and large. The Respondents had not 

affirmed any right given on them by any objective or procured by them under a game plan 

which qualified them to secure a request for a brief order.18 

RIGHT TO INFORMATION 

Secretary-General, Supreme Court of India vs Subhash Chandra Agarwal19 

Judgment was fruitful in making an opening in the substantial divider made by the legal 

executive around itself. The Apex court got part of negativities when they chose to bid against 

the choice given by the single appointed authority of the Delhi High Court. In the midst of 

                                                           
17 Odyssey Communications Pvt Ltd v Lokvidayan Sanghatana 1988 AIR 1642 
18 Ibid 
19 Secretary-General, Supreme Court of India v Subhash Chandra Agarwal 2019 SCC OnLine SC 1459 
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serious analysis, the adjudicators wilfully pronounced their resources to save their honour and 

respect and the confidence that the overall population rest in them.  

The judgment can be viewed as a beam of light in obscurity on the grounds that interestingly 

the legal executive recognized its responsibility towards individuals. In a popularity-based 

nation like our own straightforwardness is generally significant for a free society and this case 

has its pertinence as it has helped in making open those offices of insider facts, which were 

shut from public view for the sake of Independence of the Judiciary. 

RIGHT TO ARTICULATION PAST PUBLIC LIMITS  

The option to talk openly of talk and enunciation isn't confined or bound by land requirements 

or cut off points. Because of Maneka Gandhi versus Union of India, the Supreme Court held 

that Article 19(1)(a) joins both rights to talk and convey in India and abroad. The court said 

that section 10(3)(c) of the ID act, 1967 is void since it mishandles article 14 of the Indian 

constitution since it presents the questionable and muddled ability of the visa authority. it is 

violative of Article 14 of the Constitution since it doesn't oblige an opportunity for the 

disturbed party to be heard. It was similarly held violative of Article 21 since it doesn't verify 

"procedure" as referred to in the arrangement, and the current methodology performed was 

the most horrendous one. The Court, regardless, disregarded passing any legitimate answer 

on the matter and concluded that the visa would remain with the experts till they think about 

fit.  

The case is seen as an achievement case in that it gave another and significantly changed 

interpretation to the significance of 'life and individual opportunity' under Article 21 of the 

Constitution. Moreover, it expanded the horizons of the option to talk unreservedly of talk and 

explanation with the end goal that the right is starting now not restricted by the local furthest 

reaches of the country. Indeed, it stretches out to practically the whole world. In this manner, 

the case saw a serious level of legal activism and introduced another time of growing skylines 

of principal rights by and large, and Article 21 specifically. This case is called a brilliant 
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triangle situation where workmanship 14, 19, and 21 were tested together and it was valued by 

the pinnacle court. 

The Grounds of Restriction with Regards to Security of the State: Every grade of the public 

problem cannot amount to compromising the safety of the kingdom. The term became 

unravelled due to Romesh Thapper vs Province of madras to mean "veritable and annoyed 

styles of public trouble". Regular enters like unlawful get-collectively and ruckus don't fall 

under the distance. It can consolidate obstruction, waging conflict towards the state, 

disobedience, and so forth. Protection of the country is an affordable restriction underneath 

article 19 (2) of the charter. Regardless, the phrases used within the reprimanded section of the 

act are 'public prosperity and public solicitation'. The court pondered that the two phrases 

have to be tested collectively. The justification which impediments were allowed below the act 

for the greater vast concept using open solicitation. It drew suits with the Indian penal code 

and numerous works to show that public solicitation has an extremely wide association which 

includes acts like rash driving. However, the security of the nation implied exceptional 

exhibitions of violence that could locate methods to overturn the state. In this way, the 

constraint beneath the act turned greater wide than what became constitutionally sensible as a 

restriction on the danger of verbalization.  

Further, wherein an act may be used internal past what many could recollect possible in 

addition as out of doors the degree of those cutoff focuses, it should be visible as void. The 

denounced area was in like manner saw as void for wrongdoing, since it gave the country 

extensive powers to restrict hazard of enunciation. The court docket moreover stifled the 

solicitation for the authorities wherein the paper changed into confined. Exceptional relations 

with the foreign states: inserted by means of the constitution (first modification) act, 1951, this 

plan confines multiplication of malignant and outlandish declaration against a new very much 

organized state to stay privy to tremendous new members of the family at the inter-united 

states level. 

STATE OF JOURNALISTS IN INDIA  
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Revealing in India remains a hazardous pursuit. India positions thirteenth amongst 

international locations in which essayists are killed and their killers pass free, according to the 

committee to defend journalists' 2019 worldwide impunity Index20. It's been on the file 

throughout the past 12 years. Females regularly persevere through the most incredibly awful 

piece of danger whilst giving a report of the crisis. The coalition of girls in journalism 

introduced 145 risks and dangers towards lady reporters from January 2020 to April 2020 

around the world. India had the third most raised instance of threatening against Female 

columnists. 

On April 11, police slapped and used the club to beat Srinagar-based reporter, Mushtaq 

Ahmed Ganai, to a "squash," before setting him in lock-in the disposition for finishing his 

noteworthy commitment21. This is best one of various such occasions in the course of an Asian 

nation who name themselves "more element rule" don't appear to hold any thoughts a vote-

based totally country ought to follow. The pioneers have observed situations to govern the 

backbone of the notoriety-based completely framework. Specialists may well know that this 

training is beneficial to maintain knowledge in numerous bits of their precise international 

locations; anyhow, retaining reality from occupants is unpleasant, and frequently human 

beings discover reality by way of one manner or any other. With an effect in electronic media 

use, there has moreover been an augmentation in fake news. Possibly abusing the chaos, 

professionals want to permit statistics channels to attest and record real elements and separate 

what's real and what's counterfeit.  

Voters in India have surrendered their self-assurance in the news and the general public role. 

It's tough to compel a considerable accumulating to go out and vote nowadays thinking about 

most people's electricity's sports masking reality. People have recognized that this is the way 

with the aid of way of which things are continuously going to be. Consequently, we moreover 

need a few degrees of tremendous instinct from the citizens' aspect. Authorities are logically 

                                                           
20 Elana Beiser, 'Getting Away with Murder - Committee to Protect Journalists' (Committee to Protect Journalists, 
2020) <https://cpj.org/reports/2020/10/global-impunity-index-journalist-murders/> accessed 28 July 2021 
21 Gowhar Geelani, 'Kashmir Journalists Continue to be Harassed, Summoned and Intimidated' (The Federal, 2020) 
<https://thefederal.com/states/north/jammu-and-kashmir/kashmir-journalists-continue-to-be-harassed-
summoned-and-intimidated/> accessed 28 July 2021 

https://cpj.org/reports/2020/10/global-impunity-index-journalist-murders/
https://thefederal.com/states/north/jammu-and-kashmir/kashmir-journalists-continue-to-be-harassed-summoned-and-intimidated/
https://thefederal.com/states/north/jammu-and-kashmir/kashmir-journalists-continue-to-be-harassed-summoned-and-intimidated/
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infringing on the advantages of the media with British commonplace time "disruption" legal 

guidelines and compromising squeezing element and violence in the direction of journalists 

who do not "toe the Hindu nationalist authorities’ line." amidst a flow. Lockdown considering 

March 24 to govern the spread of covid, characteristic writers at some stage in India are being 

blamed for disobedience and assembled to police imperative command for giving insights 

approximately the general public energy's remedy of the pandemic. 

There are various situations whenever the chance of press has been smothered by the 

committee. In Sakal Papers vs Union of India22, The everyday newspapers (fee and page) 

order, 1960, which constant the type of pages and period which a paper need to circulate at a 

fee end upheld to be violative of the danger of press and no longer a cheaper constraint 

beneath the Article 19(2). Basically, in Bennett Coleman and co. vs Union of India, the 

authenticity of the newsprint control order, which steady the maximum outrageous variety of 

pages, end up stuck somewhere close to the court retaining it to be violative of the plan of 

article 19(1)(a) and not to be low-cost limit beneath article 19(2). The courtroom furthermore 

excused the request of the government that it might help little papers with developing. 

Affordable constraints can be limited on the capability to speak overtly and rationalization, in 

light of a valid problem for the protection of the kingdom. The time period safety of the 

kingdom should be perceived from the public solicitation. For the security of kingdom 

suggests certifiable and disappointed sorts of the public blend, version insubordination, 

waging battle in opposition to the state, rebel, and so on. 

In People's Union for Civil Liberty vs Union of India,23 A public interest indictment (PIL) 

became archived beneath article 32 of the Indian constitution through %, towards the 

unremitting instances of smartphone tapping. The authenticity of location five (2) of the Indian 

telegraph act, 1885 was attempted. It was visible that "event of public emergency" and 

"considering an authentic fear for public prosperity" is the sine qua non for the utilization of 

the publications of movement of phase five (2). If any of those two situations are missing, the 

public authority has no preference to rehearse its strength underneath the said region. Cell 

                                                           
22 Sakal Papers v Union of India 1962 AIR 305 
23 People's Union for Civil Liberty v Union of India AIR 1997 SC 568 
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phone tapping, as a consequence, manhandles article 19(1) (a) aside from inside the occasion 

that it gravitates in the direction of the grounds of reasonable regulations beneath article 19(2). 

Famous authorities flourish via the watchful eye of the legislature, care, and path of well-

known assessment and press 2d to none. The right to talk freely of discourse incorporates the 

right to proliferate one's perspectives via print media or a few different correspondence 

stations e.g. radio, television concern to practical boundaries compelled beneath Article 19(2).  

The Supreme Court belittled it the way that the chance of the press was a key piece of the right 

to one side to talk openly of talk and explanation. It has been that the option to talk 

uninhibitedly of talk and enunciation included inciting of contemplations, and that chance was 

ensured by the chance obviously. To store the extra component rule way of existence, its miles 

essential that human beings ought to have the chance to impart their suppositions to get the 

message out approximately their viewpoints for humans jogging free. The click, an 

implausible media of mass correspondence has to be authorised to anticipate its part in 

constructing a sturdy realistic society. Renouncing the hazard of the press to occupants might 

essentially disrupt the capacity to have an effect on mainstream assessment.24 

There are different advisers for a show that police in India are deficiently ready concerning 

using laws that keep the chance of verbalization. For instance, in archiving cases under the 

disruption law, police consistently ignore or oppose Supreme Court rules on the dissidence 

law – which limit the degree of the law by requiring evidence that the individual being blamed 

for defiance-initiated people to violence. As of late, the Supreme Court, settling on a 

solicitation that fought that the disruption law was being mishandled to "instill fear and leave 

deviate," reminded the experts that, "somebody's attestation examining the public authority 

doesn't invoke an offense of dissidence or insulting." It is thus basic that police, agents, and the 

legitimate chief gets planning and information on calm versus harsh explanations of logical 

inconsistency. The central and state governments should similarly assign independent 

overview sheets to screen all approaching cases under portion 66A and transparently report on 

them in a clear manner.  

                                                           
24 Ibid 
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A loose person ought to be valiant. Dread can be of dropping all or any of the matters this is 

held 2 years by using the author. A liberated person cannot be one-sided. The inclination is 

available in numerous systems. Inclination in case it's far installation according to the 

requirements which can be pertinent is ok to vitiate the picks of public experts. In National 

Safety Act, 1980 (NSA) against individuals spreading "bits of gossip" about oxygen lack in the 

state25 (it just so happens, somewhere in the range of 2018 and 2020, the Allahabad High Court 

has suppressed 94 of the 120 confinement orders documented under NSA) of 154 Indian 

writers captured or confronting an administration antagonism for their expert work 

somewhere in the range of 2010 and 2020, over 40% were in 2020 alone, an investigation by the 

Free Speech Collective, a promotion bunch, found.26 

CONCLUSION  

Subsequently, to be considered in this regard, the freedom of clicking isn't always noted in the 

Indian Constitution. The right to freedom of speech and interpretation is enshrined in article 

19 of the Constitution of India. It is widely known that freedom of speech and expressions 

provided in article 19 of the Indian constitution be a part of the possibility of having media. 

The possibility for explanation connects with some other to present your voices a comparison. 

Anyhow, the success of the media must depend upon the limitations of the ones that work 

aspect by means of side to talk brazenly and concisely. Barriers cited in the artwork. Nineteen 

reprimands, hating court, quality or seriousness, nation security, pleasant relations with 

various provinces, beginning a case, attractive to the general public, and retaining the impact 

and credibility of India. The situation that could seem in the newspapers cannot be prominent 

from that of the average citizen. The publishing gadget cannot guarantee any safety from 

billing exams, situations to the equal guidelines that adjust working relationships, and media 

professionals rely on the immediate policies governing the modern-day commercial enterprise. 

                                                           
25 Omar Rashid, 'Oxygen Shortage | Seize Property of those Spreading Rumours: Yogi Adityanath' (The Hindu, 
2021) <https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/seize-property-of-those-spreading-rumours-
up-cm/article34404518.ece> accessed 30 July 2021 
26 'Behind Bars: Arrests and Detentions of Journalists in India 2010-2020' (Free Speech Collective, 2020) 
<https://freespeechcollective.in/2020/12/24/behind-bars-arrests-and-detentions-of-journalists-in-india-2010-
2020/> accessed 30 July 2021 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/seize-property-of-those-spreading-rumours-up-cm/article34404518.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/seize-property-of-those-spreading-rumours-up-cm/article34404518.ece
https://freespeechcollective.in/2020/12/24/behind-bars-arrests-and-detentions-of-journalists-in-india-2010-2020/
https://freespeechcollective.in/2020/12/24/behind-bars-arrests-and-detentions-of-journalists-in-india-2010-2020/
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